
DH-Series Drills
Double shoot Hybrid Technology
                 30’ 40’ 50’ 60’

“The design means the Pillar can easily seed into heavy and 
damp straw that can compromise seed-to-soil contact in 
traditional designs.

The Pillar allows for disc drill accuracy and efficiency in areas 
where traditional disc drills have failed in the past.” 

Andy Kirschenmann - Hilda, Alberta

Ph: 1-306-242-4955                                  

Fax: 1-306-242-1085

Email:  Sales@Pillarag.com

Web:  www.Pillarag.com

Our Shop is located at:

117 Haichert St.

Warman, Saskatchewan

Canada, S0K4S0



With the cost of seed, fertilizer, and fuel as high as they are, you want to make 
sure you get the most “bang for your buck” during seeding. With the Pillar 
double shoot openers we feel you will. The openers’ unique seed boot design 
gives you excellent trash clearance, eliminating hair-pinning in the seed 
bed. Also, you will get precise seed and fertilizer placement with minimum 
disturbance at speeds up to 6.5 mph. This precise seed and fertilizer placement 
results in unparalleled seed to soil contact, giving you a high percentage of 
germination. This results in a lower cost per acre for seeding, while the uniform 
germination translates into even crop stages during growth, and at harvest 
time. If you are planning the purchase of a new seeding tool, you should see 
what the Pillar drill can do for you!

Why buy a Pillar?

- Floating hitch keeps your wheels on the ground.
- Walking axles provide better contouring and weight 
distribution.
- Walking beam in the back of the center section removes 
all frame torque in transport and gives excellent ground 
contouring during seeding
- Dual wheels and optional flotation tires allow seeding in 
soft conditions.
- All tool-bars can be set up on 10” or 12” spacing.
- All tool-bars can be configured to either tow between or tow 
behind carts.
- All depth cylinders and air pack components are easy to 
reach without climbing on the tool-bar.

Features

Opener Features

- Double shoot seed boot with 
carbide cutting edge eliminates 
hair-pinning in the seed bed.
- Precise seed and fertilizer place-
ment at 6.5 mph.
- Quick and easy depth adjustment 
that locks to prevent movement 
and wear during seeding.
- Packer wheel mud scrapers to 
maintain uniform seed depths.
- Adjustable packing pressure.

Packer Wheel Options

New MKIII Opener

Smooth Pillar RSPillar DS


